LEGEND
- To be announced to the audience.
- Instructions to the Host.
- A fun fact or additional information related to the question.

HOST PREPARATION
This helps covers most things but make sure you revise
in advance.
Add reminders, notes, sponsor details, prizes and jokes
to this by printing this (optional).
Quick Check list:
MC Script (This document)

Scoring Sheet to track scores

Answer Sheets for each table

Pens, Posters, Prizes etc.,

Picture Questions for each table
PowerPoint and TVs

Winners Certificate

Break time games preparation

Any Sponsors or Helpers
related issues

Seating, Snacks and Music

Confidence & Smile
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WELCOME & INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome everyone and introduce yourself.
FORMAT: Four rounds of 10 questions each. Each
round contains 5 questions of one category and 5
questions of another fun category.
Points: Each question carries 1 point.
30 seconds: To guess the right answer. Answers
will be revealed and scores shall be calculated at the
end of each round.

LET’S GET STARTED!
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1. Which baked item, made from sugar and egg whites, is the base
ingredient of a pavlova?
Answer: Because they can't walk backwards

Q&A

Do you consider yourself much of a foodie? If you do,
you’ll gobble up these questions with ease.

The first arms were authorised by King Edward VII on 7 May 1908, and the

2. Which big cat, native to Asia, lends its name to a popular variety of prawn?
Answer: 2004

Q&A

current version by King George V on 19 September 1912.

His last test was against India at the MCG.

Each set has 5 questions to
tickle your brain! We've also
included the complimentary
picture round sheet, or table
game for every team!
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6. With a population of over 2 million, Ouagadougou is the capital of which
African country?
Answer: Mount Panorama

Q&A

Let’s go around the world and test your worldly knowledge.
If you know about countries and continents, you will thrive.

7. Completed in 2012, The Shard – located in London – has how many
floors?
Answer: Kununurra

Q&A

Mount Panorama Circuit is a motor racing track located in Bathurst, New South
Wales, Australia.

Q&A

Kununurra serves as Faraway Downs, the homestead owned by Kidman's
character.

All our Trivia packs are
ready-to-host. Just
follow our easy to read
MC Script.
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1. Which two countries share the world’s second-longest land border
stretching 7.644 kms?
Answer: Russia and Kazakhstan

Q&A

It’s been said that “second is the first loser”…but the
people and places in these questions might have you
thinking otherwise!

It is the longest continuous international border in the world and the second
longest by total length, after the Canada–United States border.

NFL team was famously runner-up in 4 consecutive Super Bowls in the
early 90’s?

Q&A

2. With famous players including Jim Kelly and Thurman Thomas, which

Answer: Buffalo Bills
The Bills is the only team to advance to four consecutive Super Bowls between
1990 and 1993 and dubiously losing all four of them.

We help you market your event! Your
trivia pack comes with all digital and
printable promotional material. We
also include social media posters of
different sizes for facebook,
Instagram, email and whatsapp.
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Every answer in this round contains H-A-M – fancy a ham
sandwich

monotony is said to be stuck in what kind of wheel?
Answer: Hamster

Q&A

6. Used as a metaphor for boredom, a person engaging in fruitless

"The earliest dated use of the term ""hamster wheel,"" located by the Oxford
English Dictionary, is in a 1949 newspaper advertisement.

7. What is the fabric often seen in picnic baskets and on tablecloths
consisting of colored-and-white checks called?
Answer: Gingham

Q&A

"

It is speculated to have been made at Guingamp, a town in Brittany, France, and
that the fabric may be named after the town.

Oh, did you go through the fun
one minute games we slipped in
the MC script? You can play
after the break to engage your
crowd.
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BREAK AND GAMES
• You may announce a break and a precise time to gather
again.
• After the break play one of the games below.

Game#1 - Bring these items to the front

• Call out a number of everyday pocket items.
• The first team to bring the items to the scorer's table
gets a prize.
• You can call items such as:
o
o
o
o

A red pen
A library card
A foreign coin
Car keys with a Mazda icon on it

OR
Game#2 - Get the coin near the bottle

• Place a bottle of wine or spirit on one side of the room.
•
• Allow each team to pay a small entry fee for the
opportunity to come and throw a coin from the other
end of the room and try and get it as close to the
bottle as possible.
• When everyone who wishes to participate has had a go
the person whose coin is closest can claim the bottle
as a prize.
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1. Which 4-letter word can refer to both a boxing arena and a piece of
jewellery exchanged at a wedding?
Answer: Ring

Q&A

If you don’t know what a homonym is now, you probably
will by the end of this round - each question is one word
with two very different meanings!

2. Which 8-letter word is both a coherent string of words and a
punishment involving time spent in jail?

Q&A

Expect everyone to get this one right

Answer: Sentence
In USA, Life term sentence means 15 years in prison.

Our PowerPoint is made
of comic style colours
to suite any trivia event
and TV screen size.
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6. By what official name is Big Ben less commonly known?
Answer: Elizabeth Tower

Q&A

Think you know Old Blighty? These questions will
sort you out

Big Ben is the nickname for the Great Bell of the striking clock at the north end of
the Palace of Westminster in London and is usually extended to refer to both the

7. Fictional character Paddington Bear was said to originally come from
which South American country?
Answer: Peru

Q&A

clock and the clock tower.

His original Peruvian name being too hard to pronounce is changed to
Paddington Bear.

You'll find answers for each
round in the MC Script! Tell you
what, each answer comes with a
fun fact that your audience did
not think they needed to know but
we know they need to know!
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1. Which English cricketer was named as one of Wisden's 5 'Cricketers of
the Year' for 2020?
Answer: Jofra Archer

Q&A

If you love your sport, you'll love this round. From
tennis, to the Olympics, to football and hockey, we've
got the whole field covered.

2. How many Grand Prix races did Lewis Hamilton win in 2019 on his way
to his 6th Formula One World Drivers' Championship?
Answer: 11

Q&A

He is a Barbadian-born cricketer who plays internationally for England.

It is speculated he may cross Michael Schumacher's Grand Prixx wins someday.

You can easily track scores
using our scoring sheets. These
are custom made and are
provided along with your Trivia
pack. All our packs are printer
friendly.
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When many people think of Ireland, they think of
Guinness, St Patrick’s Day and the Blarney Stone. All the
answers in this round are about people, music and TV
shows from the Emerald Isle.
released albums including ‘The Memory of Trees’ and ‘Dark Sky Island’?
Answer: Enya

Q&A

6. Which Irish musician known for her ethereal, harmonic musical style has

7. Saoirse Ronan, the only child of Irish immigrants, played the title
character in which Oscar-nominated film from 2017?
Answer: Lady Bird

Q&A

She has four Grammy Awards to her name, yet she has never played a solo
concert in her life yet.

She won a Golden Globe Award for Best Actress for Lady Bird.

All rounds are over!
Collect the answer sheets
to calculate the winner!
Don't forget to include
the table games scoring!
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Collect the answer sheet and the picture round sheet.
Record the final scoring in the Scoresheet.

TABLE PICTURE GAMES ANSWERS
1. Brooklyn Bridge

5. London Tower Bridge

2. Confederation Bridge

6. Pont Du Gard

3. Gateshead Millennium

7. Ponte Vecchio

4. Golden Gate Bridge

8. Sunniberg Bridge

FINAL SCORES AND WINNER
• Calculate the final score in the sheets using Triviaroo
Scoring sheets and make sure someone cross checks it.
• Mark Triviaroo Winners Certificate with details and sign
it. Get any prizes ready.
• Announce the scores from low to high and then
announce the winner.
•

TIE BREAKER INSTRUCTIONS
• Each clue will be repeated twice.
• Each team must ‘buzz in’ to answer – their buzzer is
a farm animal noise of their choice.
• Each time can only answer once – an incorrect
answer locks them out of the question.
• The clues get easier as you go down.
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TIE BREAKER QUESTION: WHERE AM I?
Clue 1: This place is located in the UK.
Clue 2: This place is an area of London.
Clue 3: The trendy SW3 postcode covers most of this district.
Clue 4: You can visit here by hopping off the tube at Fulham
Broadway station.

GOODBYE
You can greatly help future trivia hosts by providing feedback on our
site or emailing us at: joey@appkangaroo.com.au
Thanks for choosing Triviaroo.com
Joey@AppKangaroo.com.au
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Like what you see? This is just a sneakpeak into the awesome experience you
get with each Triviaroo pack. Head
over to Triviaroo to explore our retail
and subscription packs. Triviaroo has
Trivia for every occasion!

Visit Triviaroo.com
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